Virtual Dance Class Schedule July 27 – August 21

4 week programs: 45 minute class $40, 60 minute class $50, unlimited classes $100

**BALLET and CONTEMPORARY with MISS QUINN**
Ballet is a foundational dance stemming from the early 15th century, which started a classical tradition in dance. Contemporary became its own technique following modern dance in the 20th century in America.

**Beginner Contemporary**
Mondays 5 – 5:45pm

**Advanced Contemporary**
Mondays 7 – 8pm

**Beginner Ballet**
Tuesdays 4 – 4:45pm

**Advanced Ballet**
Tuesdays 7 – 8pm

**JAZZ and MUSICAL THEATER with MISS HEATHER**
Jazz dance combines techniques of Ballet and Modern dance with the current forms of popular dance. Musical Theater has made its name on the famous Broadway stage, adding a new level of showmanship to styles like Jazz.

**Beginner Jazz**
Wednesdays 4 – 4:45pm

**Advanced Jazz**
Wednesdays 6 – 7pm

**Beginner Musical Theater**
Wednesdays 5 – 5:45pm

**Advanced Musical Theater**
Thursdays 6 – 7pm

**OTHER CLASSES**
Tap dance will challenge the dancers dexterity, coordination and rhythm while developing confidence and skill. Hip Hop is an umbrella of foundational styles, as well as modern ones that allow the dancer to experience a grounded, flowing, and assertive style.

**Beginner Tap**
Thursdays 4 – 4:45pm

**Advanced Tap**
Fridays 8 – 8:45pm

**Beginner Hip Hop**
Thursdays 5 – 5:45pm

**Advanced Hip Hop**
Fridays 5 – 6pm

Our new Technique class will help any dancer aware of their body alignment, weight shifting, balance, muscle memory, flexibility, and core strength. Dancers will see improvement in these areas along with kinesiology vocabulary. Pre-pointe will prepare dancers for the skills and strength required for pointe work.

**Beginner Technique**
Mondays 4 – 4:45pm

**Advanced Technique**
Mondays 6 – 7pm

**Pre-Pointe (By Placement)**
Tuesdays 8 – 8:45pm